Here’s the ultimate in industrial puller sets! You’ll find a puller for just about every job. Included in this “master set” are 17 1/2, 30 and 50 ton hydraulics, along with an extensive assortment of pullers, attachments and adapters.

**No. IPS5317 – 17 1/2, 30 and 50 ton capacity manual and hydraulic puller set.**

Includes hydraulics, pullers, wooden storage box and accessories listed below. Wt., 572 kg.

### Contents

#### Hydraulics

- **P55** Single-stage hyd. hand pump assembly
- **P460** Two-stage hyd. hand pump w/ 3-way control valve
- **RT172** 17 1/2 ton center-hole twin cylinder w/ threaded insert
- **RT302** 30 ton center-hole twin cylinder w/ threaded insert
- **RT503** 50 ton center-hole twin cylinder w/ threaded insert
- **9798** Hose half coupler (2)
- **9767E** Hydraulic hose – 1.8 m (2)
- **9670** Tee adapter
- **9059E** Pressure gauge

#### Pullers

- **1062** 17 1/2 ton cap. hydraulic Push-Puller® w/ 419 mm legs
- **1070** 30 ton cap. hydraulic Push-Puller® w/ 457 mm legs
- **1076** 50 ton cap. hydraulic Push-Puller® w/ 610 mm legs
- **1066** 17 1/2 ton 3-jaw hyd. puller
- **1074** 30 ton 3-jaw hyd. puller
- **1080** 50 ton 3-jaw hyd. puller
- **1027** Combination 2/3-jaw puller
- **1037** Combination 2/3-jaw puller
- **1041** Combination 2/3-jaw puller

#### Accessories

- **28230** Screw cap
- **32118** Adjusting screw
- **32698** Adjusting screw
- **34758** Adjusting screw
- **34510** Pushing adapter
- **34755** Pushing adapter
- **201923** Pushing adapter
- **8075** Step plate adapter set
- **8076** Step plate adapter set
- **8056** Shaft protector set
- **679** Pulley pulling attachment
- **680** Pulley pulling attachment
- **1154** Bearing cup pulling attachment
- **1156** Bearing cup pulling attachment
- **1122** Bearing pulling attachment
- **1123** Bearing pulling attachment
- **1126** Bearing pulling attachment
- **1127** Bearing pulling attachment
- **1128** Bearing pulling attachment
- **1130** Bearing pulling attachment
- **34479** Reducing adapter

#### Threaded Adapters

- **28228** Screw cap
- **28229** Screw cap
- **28230** Screw cap

#### Accessories

- **24832** Special puller forcing screw
- **24814** Speed crank
- **27198** Speed crank
- **29555** Speed crank
- **28228** Screw cap
- **28229** Screw cap

#### Note:

Wooden storage box No. 3084400R9 is provided with this set. 1168 L x 571 H x 571 mm D. Metal storage boxes also available (see page 207).

**CAUTION:** All the items shown may not withstand the full tonnage specified. Example: When an accessory with a 1 ton capacity is used with a 7 ton puller, the setup can be used only at a force of 1 ton.